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Students and Kesha fans filled the upper intramural fields to watch pop sensation Kesha throw a party.

Saturday night exploded
with gliner for fans who
swarmed to see the 2010
number-one debut singer
Ke$ha, newly reborn as Kesha
or Kesha Rose. Described
by Grace Farley, a junior
elementary education major,
as "a giant dance party where
glitter was the air we breathed,"
the concert was hosted by
Tiger Paw Productions on the
upper intramural fields on
Clemson's campus.
With hundreds of fans
from around the Upstate
in anendance, It was "the
best place for friends to be,"
said junior Spanish and
women's leadership major
Rachael Savage.

Kesha
opened
the
concert with a psychedelic
graphic as her two bearded
backup
dancers,
dressed
androgynously and dancing
promiscuously throughout the
concert, walked around stage
with samurai swords, stopping
in various formations. As
she appeared in the back
in silhouette, she sang the
titular track to her most
recent album "Warrior. " She
vamped through her hit 2010
single "We R Who We R"
and took each fan back almost
five years ago when the song
was released.
The concert, if anything,
was an epic throwback of
college students' early teen
years, but as junior health
science major Grace Burden
pointed out, "My favorite part

is that I knew all the songs."
Junior industrial engineering
major Lauren Wood said,
"Kesha's songs are timeless
party jams and even though
she hasn't put anything
out recently she's still a
pop icon."
And to me, the experience
is a reminder of just that;
Kesha uses her pop privilege
to promote what she loves.
She is an icon for self-love and
individuality as well as rebellion
and partying. She admitted
that her doctor told her it
was unwise for her to perform
Saturday in the wake of a
recent sickness, but she quickly
dismissed the possibility of
cancelling the concert because
she didn't want to disappoint
her "Clemson kitties."
About halfway through
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Kesha dazzles her ''Clemson kitties''
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the concert, Kesha went on
to promote something for
which she has been a long-time
advocate: marriage equality. A
giant blow-up rainbow paired
with her sparkly rainbow
leotard prompted her to admit
she has been trying to get as
close to becoming a unicorn
as possible. She performed
"Your Love Is My Drug" where
her backup dancers waved the
American Pride Flag as a salute
ro LGBTQ+ rights.
She ended the concert by
performing her number-one
hit single "TiK ToK," the song
that first put her on the pop
music charts, and an encore
performance of "Timber,"
her most recent single with
Pitbull, and "Die Young," the
number-one single from 2012
album "Warrior."

The week of Sept. 21
through Sept. 25 is Hazing
Prevention Week at Clemson
University, aimed at discussing
the importance of preventing
hazing in student clubs and
organizations in Clemson.
According to a Clemson
Newsstand story, the week was
planned by two students: junior
industrial engineering major
Cooper Stewart and junior
biosystems engineering major
Nick Balfe.
"We [Nick Balfe, Turner
Cotterman
and
Cooper
Stewart] started the Hazing
Prevention Week in order to
showcase the Clemson family
that we know and love," said
Stewart. "We wanted to give
students
an
opportunity
to show their opinions
regarding hazing and its
damaging effects."
"Some people may argue
that hazing is tradition and
should be allowed to continue
in certain organizations," said
Adrian Lee Coleman, a junior
general engineering major, "but
is a tradition based on treating
others as lesser beings really
worth keeping?"
This week's events include
are a movie night on Monday
showing two films discussing
hazing, a speech by Rep. Gary
Clary on Wednesday and
hazing prevention speeches
given by the ROTC on
Thursday. Additional events
will also be held throughout
the week hosted by many
different organizations across
campus, such as Tiger Band,
Central Spirit and the Athletic

Department. More information
on these events can be found
at
clemsonhazingprevention
week.myfreesites.net/dates, the
website for the event itsel£
"While I personally have
never been hazed," said Colin
Carnell, sophomore history
major and member of the
Clemson Urban Gaming Club,
"I definitely see the importance
of preventing it on campus.
It's a shame people still feel the
need to haze students to make
them feel more included."
This will be the first
annual Hazing Prevention
Week, according to the
event's
Facebook
page.
Additionally,
this
event
coincides
with
National
Hazing Prevention Week,
which is hosted nationwide by
hazingprevention.org.
"In my time at Clemson, I
have felt that the organizations
I have and continue to
participate in have found ways
ofpromoting unity and creating
bonds between members other
than hazing," said sophomore
health
sciences
major
Olivia Carbonero.
The
contact
for
the week is listed on the
event's Facebook page at
CIStewa@g.clemson.edu.
According to education
law.lawyers.com, hazing is illegal
in 44 out of 50 states including
South Carolina. Hazing can
result in civil lawsuits, according
to the website, and witnesses
have a legal obligation to report
said hazing. The Oemson
University Police Department
can be reached at (864) 6242000, and if hazing becomes
too extreme or dangerous to
individuals call 9-1-1.

HAZING PREVENTION
WEEK EVENTS
MONDAY, SEPT. 21
Central Spirit Hazing Documentary
6 p.m.- 8 p.m.
Hendrix movie theatre

TUESDAY, SEPT. 22
Faculty Hazing Prevention Training
8 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Greek life Oifice

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23
Joe Novak
Contributor
Whenever someone fits
into a group of people, whether
voluntary or not, they are said
to '"blend in like chameleons."
Chameleons'
extraordinary
abilities
have
camouflage
fascinated people for centuries.
However, it is lesser known that
these reptiles can also use the
boldness of contrasting colors to
stand out. Standing out can be
used to artract potential mates
with bold, striking patterns,
or to scare off other males. A
group of researchers at the
University of Geneva believe
they have unlocked the key to
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the chameleon's innate color
changing ability.
In a study recently
published
by
"Nature
Communications," researchers
at the University of Geneva
reported new data shedding light
on how chameleons are able to
change their physical appearance.
A wide range of methods were
used in this research, including
histology, electron microscopy
and photometric videography.
Previously, it was believed that
chameleons were able to change
the color oftheir skin in a manner
similar to other animals, such
as squid. Squid have specific
organelles called melanosomes
containing pigment that can
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expand or contract in a variety
of circurnsrances. The researchers
found
that
chameleons,
specifically panther chameleons,
have vety unique skin cells
called iridophores.
Iridophores contain highly
ordered, minute crystals made
up of guanine, the same guanine
that makes up DNA These
crystals allow the chameleon to
change colors by reflecting one
color of light. Iridophores are
located in the dermal layer of
skin, with one grouping of these
cells closer to the surface and
another grouping buried deeper.
The deeper iridophores actually
contain larger guanine crystals,
which reflect light-waves that are
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closer to the infrared spectrum,
providing striking patterns used
for both mating and camouflage.
Panther
chameleons,
a species found throughout
Madagascar, were the subjects
of this study. Biopsy samples
measuring 2 millimeters were
taken from males during calm
states, both afrer being removed
from their cages and during
excited states such as male
to-male combat. Each biopsy
sample was found to have
different crystal design structures
that reflected different colors of
light waves. Thus, the highly
ordered crystalline structures
could be changed to reflect a
variety oflight waves.
TIGER

Motivational Speech from Representative
Joel Laurie
5 p.m.- 6 p.m.
Tillman Auditorium

First Copy Free

THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
ROTC Hazing Prevention
Speaker/ demonstration
3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Daniel Hall
Safety Walk- CUSG Hazing
Prevention Tabling
6 p.m.- 8 p.m.
Carillon Gardens
Information contributed by CUSG
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Getting to know

PROFESSOR W. WHITE
Interview by Alexis Trumble // Contributor
ALEXIS TRUMBLE :What la your background?
PROFESSOR WHITE : I have worked with
the law most of my career. I was in
law enforcement Quvenile detention,
police patrol and probation and parole
respectively) for almost seven years before I
went to law school in August 1998. I was
a trial lawyer doing criminal defense and
domestic litigation in Connecticut until July
2005. I have also worked as a high school
career counselor and a psychological counselor
for the state ofSouth Carolina since then.

AT: What la your favorite part of working
with Canson student.st

"I really like Professor White because
he cares about his students, "said senior
sociology major Andrew Shuba. "He wants
us all to do well in his classes and in the real
world. I'm notjust memorizing vocabulary,
I'm karning about a field I'm interested in. "

I hear from students that it helps
them understand certain theories and/
or legal principles as they are applied.
I am a storyteller naturally, so it is just
an extension of my personality to share
different parts and instances of my career
as they relate to things we study in the
classroom. I have tried to move on from
sharing certain stories, but they have taken
on a life of their own and students tend
to request them for new students. Much
knowledge in human history has been
passed along via oral tradition and learning
form others experiences is very important;
I hope they have some pedagogical value.

AT: How do you view your role here
atCemsont

PW:

Professor W. Corey White of the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology is very heavily
involved in the criminal justice concentration of
the sociology B.S. and B.A degrees.

PW:

It's twofold; first, Clemson draws
a group of students from very , diverse , PW: I see my role from two perspectives:
backgrounds and I .really enjoy meeting personal and professional. Professionally, I
them where they are ar,d helping them plan feel "called" co teach others the lessons I've
their future. Secondly, I enjoy and appreciate . -learned, often the hard way, in my career. I
the fact that from Clemson, stuc\ents can go embrace my role as a classroom instructor,
anywhere and do anything; the legacy lefi: ' rather than a researcher, because I enjoy
by Clemson alumni opens doors for current impacting as many students as possible
students in every pan of the globe and in any as they prepare for their careers ahead.
profession. I can't stress enough to students the I think my role is to push my students
extreme value a Clemson degree holds. I love academically far beyond their comfort
knowing that the sky truly is the limit for zone so that they are more aware of
students from Clemson.
what they can accomplish than what

AT: How do you think your ,real-world
experience hu helpedyou in the dassroomt

they cannot. As long as they are willing
co rigornusly engage the material in my
classes, they usually are successful and

know they have succeeded in earning
their grade. This is often uncomfortable
for students as their academic ability and
time-management skills are pushed to the
limit; however, I am often advised that it
is rewarding coo.

AT: Do you consider yourself as more than
aprofwort

PW: As

you and all my students know,
I become very parental or fatherly
in my relationship with students. I
spend most of my time helping students
with issues far beyond their studies.
I am humbled and honored to be
introduced to parents at graduations
as "my Clemson dad." I enjoy
hosting
students
for
our
biannual
cookout
and
kickball
championship where they get to meet my
wife and children whom they've often
heard about in class. My family joins
me on campus as often as possible and
my children love meeting and looking up
to my "Clemson kids" as mentors.
I don't know if I actually
consider myself more than a professor,
because from viewpoint, I'm doing
what I believe I should be doing in this
role-teaching and mentoring students to
achieve their academic and life goals. I
just want to influence students to be their
best no matter what it is they're doing.

CROSSING BORDERS
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Study abroad fair to be hosted this Wednesday in
Hendrix Student Center ballrooms
Katy Koon

Copy Editor
At the Clemson Study
Abroad Fair chis Wednesday,
Sept. 23, representatives will
be available in the Hendrix
Student Center ·Ballrooms A
& B from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
to talk about their various
programs and to promote the
educational benefits of travel.
Many students who
have already been abroad will
be at the fair to talk about
their experiences. Many are
reportedly eager to recommend
what they see as a challenging
and
formative
part
of
their lives.
Forrest Hemphill, a junior

Spanish and international
trade major, said of his time
abroad, "The actual reality of
my experience exceeded my
expectations I had before I left.
I was not only exposed to a
new culture and language, but
everything I had known had
been questioned, tested and
applied. le made me examine
my culture from a completely
different and outside way.
When you go abroad, you
find a part of yourself that you
never knew you had."
Halli Daniel, a junior
elementary education major
and Spanish minor, described
her semester abroad as being
"five of the best weeks of my
life. They were full of fiestas,

trying new· things. I've learned
by meeting the other exchange
students from all over the
world and the French students
here that we are all not so
different."
However,
she
did say that living abroad
can be difficult: "I feel
really dependent on my
French friends because it's
hard to do much when you
don't speak French very well."
The Study Abroad Fair
will be a platform for meeting
program
representatives,
talking to students who've
already
been
abroad,
discovering where you may
want to go and finding out
how to begin the prdcess once
you make a decision.

siestas and loads of homemade
paella. We learned everything
through experience and even
had class in La Plaza de Espafia!
My favorite part about my time
in Sevilla was the friendship I
formed with my host family.
They taught me so much about
their culture, language and life
in general, and my experience
would not have been the same
without them."
Bailey
Nicolas,
a
sophomore biochemistry major
and French minor, expressed a
similar appreciation for the
people she's been able to meet
while travelling. When asked
about her experience studying
in Lille, France, she said, "I've
really enjoyed dls~overing an°d
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In_tervie71J by Daniel Kennedy// Copy Editor
DANIEL KENNEDY CDIO:·Gan you, year
give me a brief overview of the
Writers' Guild? . ,

CLEMSON WRITERS' GUILD CCWGJ:
Our bio is that "we are a group
of writers and collaborators
who aim to maintain a safe
environment to share and ·
critique each other's work."

DK:

How long has the
been
active
organization
at Clemson?

CWG: It has been active for a

now and, we really value
the creative side of Clemson
and I feel..that it is here where
a lot of writem at Clemson can
. feel appreciated and encouraged
while gaining their peer's
opinions and thoughts on
their work.

OK: What are some of the
~ )niue.s at:1d goals of
ypur organization?
CWG: Here, with the Writers'
Guild, Preston wanted to
create such an organization that

would not only make a writer
feel comfortable to share what
they are working on, but to
celebrate it as well. And I think
that is pretty special.

DK: When and where docs the

6 from 5:30-7:00 in room
107 of Cooper. We would love
to see you there!

DK:

What arc some
the challenges faced
your organ17.atlon?

Oemson Writers' Guild meet?

CWG: The biggest challenge that

CWG: If someone would like to
schedule a meeting or receive
updates, our founder, Preston
Taylor Stone, would love to
hear from you (ptstone@g.
clemson.edu).
The
next
meeting will be on October

the Clemson Writers' Guild
faces is getting people involved.
Since this is a fairly new
organization, it does not
receive a lot of publicity.
Therefore,
attendance can
below.
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Trevor Seigler

like that" or "it's just the bad
apples making the news, no one
Columnist
ever talks about the good police."
very day when I drive to Okay, well then, let's talk about
Clemson, I pass by the good cops. Let's also talk about
Hardee's in Seneca where people of color, whether they
Zachery Hammond was gunned really do perpetuate more crime
down by police officers. The fact than white folks or if they're
that Hammond was white, while victims of mistaken assumptions
many recent victims of police in terms of race and criminality.
brutality have been non-white
My point is, lee's talk. Let's
hasn't kept activists associated stop hiding behind political .
with the Black Lives Matter labels, let's embrace the challenge
movement from embracing of discussing something that
him as one of their own, which is uncomfortable to consider:
is a good thing. The sad fact is, chat racism might be just as
it might just take a white boy's rampant as it was in the days of
death to get us talking about all our forefathers, the ones in Klan
the black and brown lives that robes or Black Panther berets. It's
·have been lost in recent years. 20I5, yet we still find ourselves
I'm talking Michael Brown, stuck in patterns of hate and ·
Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner, prejudice. Let's bring together
Freddie Gray, Walter Scott, the law enforcement and activists;
AME Nine and countless others. lee's ask them to not only state
I think Clemson University their position but co listen co the
has a responsibility co engage other side. Cops should be held
with the local community. We accountable, perhaps · more so
need to find common ground than your average citizen. Often
between the police who are times, an arrest is the end of the
supposed to "keep us safe" and · story; let's try and address the
the people of the community, beginning, with the poverty or
many ofwhom are discriminated crime-ridden circumstances that
against simply because of the might derail a young man or
color oftheir skin or the presence woman of color (any color) from
of certain letters in their name. If achieving his or her best. There
we don't start the discussion on are coo many tombstones with
a local level, it can't grow into a young people underneath them,
discussion on a national stage.
and too many cops walking
All too often, police have around who shouldn't have their ·
used a gun where there is no jobs.
need for it when confronting
We can either have the
a possible suspect; and as the discussion now, or we can have
Eric Garner case demonstrates, it later. And another person of
guns don't have to make an any color can . end up six feet
appearance for a simple arrest to under. It's your call, Clemson
become tragic. It's a multifaceted .. . South Carolina ... America.
issue, and it's easy co shut your How many "isolated incidents"
mind down and hide behind have co occur before a pattern
phrases such as "not all cops are emerges?
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n Sept. 12, 2015,
Mary
Mitchell
from the Chicago
Sun-Times wrote an opinion
piece about · a prostitute
that had · been raped at
gunpoint. Mitchell assened
that since the woman was
a prostitute, she could not
be a victim of rape. The
idea that sex workers can't
be legitimate victims of
rape is becoming a more
predominant
worldview,
with the majority of rape
cases regarding prostitutes
being tossed aside and
dismissed .as mere robberies
ofpayment.
In a similar situation
in 2007, Judge Teresa Carr
Deni · from Philadelphia
dismissed sexual assault
charges against four men
who had gang-raped a
sex worker at gunpoint,
claiming that it wasn't a
"true" rape case but merely
a "theft of services."
The high number of
prostitute deaths is viewed
as deserved by most law

enforcement
because
wor~rs . are putting
themselves in a position of
vulnerability and danger.
The · Coalition Against
Trafficking in Women
defines
prostitution
in a rather blunt way:
"Prostitution
cannot
eliminate rape when it
itself .is bought rape. The
connection between ·rape
and prostitution is that ·
women are turned into ·
objects for men's sexual use;
they can either be bought or
stolen. A culture in which
women can be bought for
use is one in which rape
flourishes." .
While I do agree that
prostitution is a highly
unwise, dangerous career
path, I in no way believe
that this disqualifies sex
workers from being victims
of rape. · When men rape
prostitutes, it's not for sex.
Why would it be? The sex
is already being given to
them at will, often times at
a very low cost. As stated
in an example case given
to students at Harvard
Law School, "Prostitutes
are victims of rapists whose

sex

motives are degradation
and humiliation, control
and possession, anger and
hatred, intimidation and
terrorization." Imagine it
this way: you're on your way
to the hospital to donate a
kidney, and someone comes
up, pins you down, and
forcefully opens you up and .
rips out your kidney. But
hey, why does it matter if
you were already going to
give it away, right? While
that may be an extreme
example, it may be the
only way t~ put it into
perspective that prostitutes
are victim.s, too.
Sex workers give
consent to having sex,
getting paid and going
home. They do not give
consent to fear, violence or
manipulation. Rapists often
target prostitutes simply
because they know that they
will only get a smack on
the wrist for it. Maybe we
ought to spend more time
reprimanding law officials
and the perverted men who
perform these crimes rather
than blaming prostitutes for
"asking for it."
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Trelvonta Peeples
University Housing and
Dining Sustainability Intern
here has long been talk of
taking steps to improve the
environment and attempts
to address the issue of climate
change by many of our world
leaders. Perhaps no recent effort
has been more notable than that of
Pope Francis, who recently issued
an encyclical entitled "Laudato Si,"
or "Praise Be To You." An encyclical,
is a papal letter sent to all bishops
of the Roman Catholic Church,
discussing a panicular issue. In this
encyclical, Pope Francis addresses
the issue of climate change, urging
the necessity of protecting our
world so that we may sustain life on
the planet for centuries to come. I
recently sat down with Father Bob
Menard, Franciscan and Director of

Campus Ministry at St. Andrews to
get his take on the recently issued
encyclical.

Trelvonta Peeples: After reading the

suffer, just as some of us are already
feeling the effects of having to adjust
to the climate change.

TP: What could we do as individuals

Everyone must talk to everyone
to discern and decide what some
practical steps that can contribute to
the sustainability ofour environment.
It demands a willingness to enter into
.dialogue.

encyclical, what were your initial on a smaller scale to potentially
address this issue?
thoughts?
Father Bob Mernard: I was very FBM: It stans with conversion. We TP: You mentioned educational
impressed and moved by Pope Francis' . must first change our mindset. We're institutions; is this something that we
passion for addressing the ecological not here to possess or consume the could do here at Clemson?
crisis that is facing the world ·and world, but to foster and nourish life FBM: A university community like
[his] appeal to the human family and in the world, whether it be humans, Clemson could definitely lead the
specific groups of the human family animals or our natural environment way. We need to utilize our resources
and to listen to the cry of the poor and its resources, which create a web. of our engineering departments, of
of life that sustains us and helps us to our life sciences departments, of our
and to listen to the cry of the earth.
human resources, humanitarians,
flourish . .
activists and student groups to
TP: Do you agree with the statement TP: Once we change our mindset, do develop concrete steps that we can
that climate change represents one you think that then we would be able take personally, locally, regionally and
globally.
of the principal challenges facing to move to a more global scald
FBM: The Pope is calling for us all
humanity?
FBM: I certainly do. If we don't have to enter into [a] dialogue to get out Will the Pope's push for climate
a healthy climate that could sustain of our comfort zone. Educators and change make a difference? His
human life and the various species educational institutions should enter upcoming U.S. visit (Sept. 22-27,
inhabiting the globe, then we will all in dialogues in different disciplines. 20 I 5) may help this cause.
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each.
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CLEMSON?
Stephen Krupka
Asst. Sports Editor
allowing Thursday's
victory over the Louis
ville Cardinals, Clemson
Tiger fans immediately
turned their attention
to the Notre Dame vs. Georgia
Tech game, which carried great
implications concerning the
Tigers' remaining schedule.
Not only will the Tigers soon
face both teams in back-to-back
weeks, the outcome of the game
certainly affects the likelihood
ofESPN's College GameDay
paying a visit to Clemson,
South Carolina.
For those ofyou who may
not be familiar with College
GameDay, it is ESPN's flagship
college football program that
airs every Saturday in the fall.
Each week, the show features a
highly-anticipated matchup and
travels to the college campus
where the game will take place.
There, the GameDay crew
brings in a celebrity guest and
previews college football games
taking place across the country.
The atmosphere is unrivaled as
students, fans and visitors alike
pack the location of the live
broadcast. Even more spectacu
lar is the featured game of the
week, which is played in prime
time and televised nationally.
The last time College
GameDay came to Clemson
University was in 2013, when
the show visited for both the
Georgia and Florida State
games. With three potential
GameDay appearances this sea
son, there is a very good c!iance
that Lee Corso's crew will be in
Tigertown very soon.
Given Notre Dame's
victory over Georgia Tech,
there is a sound possibility that
GameDay will come to witness

Allison Daniel

Sports Editor
The Clemson men's soccer
team, ranked seventh, took the
field on Friday night against
No. 16 Duke, their second
ACC match of the season.
After losing to Notre Dame
1-0, the Tigers were looking
for their first conference win
over the Blue Devils. Oemson
struck early in the first half,
with Oliver Shannon scoring
in the 12th minute off a pass
from Saul Chinchilla to give the
Tigers a 1-0 lead. The match
was very physical, tempers
: _flared '4fly and often in the first
half, keeping referee Charles
Murphy busy. A total of 10
fouls were called before the ha!£
The score remained 1-0 until
early in the second half when
Duke's Brian White scored off
' a cross from about 12 yards
-~~-ili~ a mistake from the
Clemson defense left him one
on-one with the goalie.
With the match being tied
at 1-1 early in the second half,
the Tigers were facing another
dinference game without a win,
but the team rallied together
and found a way to come
back. Only a minute after the
equam.er from Duke, TJ Casner
scored in the 55th minute off
a cross from Aaron Jones to
reclaim the lead 2-1. However,
the match was far from over
as Duke launched a flurry of
attacks in the waning minutes,
keeping Clemson's defense
on its toes. Luckily they were
up to the task and the Tigers
improved to 5-1-1 on the season

(

and 1-1 in conference play.
On Saturday, the No. 11
Clemson women's soccer team
took on No. 10 Notre Dame to
open up their conference play
for the season. The first half
was hard fought for both sides
as they tried to settle nerves
and take an early lead in this
important game. Early on, the
Fighting Irish outshot the Tigers
4-1, but Clemson built a good
attack in the last 10 minutes
ofthe half, adding on six more
shots without allowing the Irish
to take another. Despite the
explosive offensive showing,
the score at halftime was still
0-0. The second half was much
more defensively minded for
the two teams as they fought to
prevent a late goal. Neither of
the two teams were able to break
the deadlock due to the stingy
defending, and the match went
into overtime. The first half of
overtime also did not yield a
goal. It was not until the 102nd
minute ofplay that Clemson
managed to break the tie. Claire
Wagner hit a diagonal ball from
about 24 yards out and it bent
into the lower left corner, just
outside the reach of the goalie.
Since overtime is played in a
sudden death fashion, the goal
won the game for theTigers.
They are now 7-0-1 on the
season and 1-0 in conference
play.
The men play at Wake
Forest on Saturday, Sept. 26 at
7 p.m., and the women travel to
Tallahassee, Florida to take on
Florida State on Sept. 24.

both Clemson and Notre Dame
as undefeated teams going
head-to-head on October 3.
Additionally, with Alabama's
loss to Ole Miss on Saturday,
there will be no other matchups
between undefeated, top-15
teams that week. This statement
follows the safe assumption that
the Fighting Irish will have no
trouble putting away Universiy
of Massachussetts Amherst
in week four. Consequently,
Clemson fans can begin to
brainstorm ideas for clever signs
to display on the broadcast.
While the Fighting Irish
carry the best chance yet at
bringing GameDay to Clem
son, there are two other games
of note this season. First, the .
game on October 10 against :
Georgia Tech is one deserving ;
of attention. The Yellow Jackets
may only have one loss heading
into the game, and the Tigers
could very well be undefeated.
While it is not very likely that ·
College GameDay will remain
in Clemson for two consecutive
weeks there are no other top-25
'
' for week
matchups
scheduled
six. A lot can change in three
weeks, so Clemson fans ought
to keep an eye on this.
Finally, the Florida State
Seminoles will draw attention
from national audiences when
they visit Death Valley on Sat
urday, Nov. 7. Both teams have
their work cut our for them
entering this game as tough
schedules will likely leave one or
both ACC powerhouses with at
least one loss. It is a little early
to attempt a College GameDay
prediction for week-ten games,
especially on a week featuring
three top-25 matchups. Time
will tell, but when the Semi
noles and Tigers clash, many
eyes will be fixed on Memorial
Stadium.
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Jack O'Reilly
Contributor

eshaun Watson did
not play his best last
Thursday night. He
didn't even play well
when compared to his usual
standard. Still, Clemson
was able to claim victory.
Consider that for a moment,
particularly as national
pundits and sneering SEC
snobs heap scorn upon the
Tigers for "barely" beating a
conference opponent on the
road, on national television,
on a Thursday. If Clemson
can beat Louisville with a
mediocre performance frorri
Deshuan Watson, imagine
what he can do with him
firing on all cylinders.
Mike Williams being
out of the lineup hurts. Last
week I wrote about how
different the offense looks

GER

SPORTS

without him, and this week
it certainly seems to be the
case.
Charone Peake is an
excellent player, and is a
similar size to Williams (at
6 foot 4 inches), but he isn't
the same over the middle,
true No. 1 style receiver that
Williams is. Not having a
big go-to guy has obviously
affected Warson this season.
Clemson ran the bubble
screen that has made Artavis
Scott famous way too many
times on Saturday, and by
the fourth quarter it seemed
like a toss up if a Louisville
player would intercept it or
Scott would.
Luckily, Wayne
Gallman was an absolute
workhorse the whole
game. I don't know what
he did all summer, but
if I was a betting man,
I'd say it involved a ton
of squats. Last year he

showed potential, but this
year he's just smashing his
way toward a 1,000-yard
season. He'll need to keep
dominating defenses if
Watson and the passing
game can't get into a
rhythm.
Clemson's defense looks
like a top ten defense still.
The entire ream came in
with only 10 returning
starters, but the new guys
on defense are showing the
value of Coach Swinney's
recruiting. Louisville's
quarterbacks had no rime to
throw, their running backs
had nowhere to run and
their receivers were rightly
covered for the majority
of the game. The hope,
of course, is that they can
keep up these dominating
performances over the next
few weeks as an onslaught
of talented offenses come
into Death Valley, but I

was seriously impressed by
the defense last Thursday,
particularly the defensive
linemen.
What on earth is wrong
with the kick coverage
unit? Appalachian State
embarrassed Clemson over
and over again in week
two, and Louisville nearly
ended the Tigers' playoff
chances with a kick return
touchdown. It's a serious
problem, especially if
Clemson's offense manages
to get into the end zone
six or seven times a game.
Obviously, I'm nor a
football coach, and Dabo
knows better than I do, but
I wonder why the special
teams coaches haven't
moved towards a squib kick
or a shorter, higher kick.
There's a decent chance we'll
see some sort of change in
kickoff strategy by the time
Notre Dame comes to town .

Deshaun Watson (No. 4) pepares to throw a pass.

t

Matthew Bridges
Contributor
The Clemson women's
volleyball team had a very suc
cessful tournament last week,
winning the Clemson Classic
in Jervey Gymnasium. The Ti
gers picked up wins over East
Tennessee Stare University and
Presbyterian College, and in
the championship game, they
cruised to a victory with a
three-set sweep over University
of South Carolina Upstate.
However, this weekend proved

to be a bit more frustrating
for the Tigers in the Southern
Methodist University Classic
in Dallas, Texas.
On Friday, Clemson
faced SMU and was swept
in a lopsided fashion (8-25,
10-25, 17-25). Kailey Harvell
led the way offensively with a
total of seven kills through the
three sets. On defense, Keelie
Arneson fought hard as she
rallied 15 digs.
Only four hours afrer
playing SMU, Clemson went
on ro play the University of

Texas at San Antonio. This
game, though resulting in a
loss, turned out to be a much
better performance for the
Tigers. Clemson ended up
losing in a five-set barn burner
as they went back and forth
with the Roadrunners (13-25,
25-17, 14-25, 27-25, 6-15) .
Leah Perri was the clear top
performer for the Tigers,
rallying 24 kills and a hitting
percentage of.221. Once
again, Keelie Arneson led the
team in digs with 29, and
Kare Federico contributed 35

assists in the valiant effort.
Finally, on Saturday
afrernoon, Clemson faced
Texas Christian University
and fell short of a victory.
The Tigers lost in a four-set
match and, like the other two
marches, did not start on a
strong note (19-25, 25-20,
16-25, 23-25). Leah Perri
continued her streak of strong
striking as she smashed for 18
kills . Sydney Moseley also had
a strong outing as she earned
eight kills, 13 digs and a .238
hitting percentage.

Even though the Tigers
had a rough weekend in
Dallas, we can look forward
to next Friday when they face
Georgia Tech back home in
Jervery Gymnasium at 7 p.m.
Following that, Clemson plays
two days later against Syracuse
in Jervey Gymnasium at 1
p.m. Be sure to come our and
cheer on your Tigers as they
start their ACC play!

FIGHTING IRISH STING YELLOW JACKETS
James Nietering
Contributor
Powered by C.J. Prosise's
hard running and Will
Fuller's prolific pass-catching,
Notre Dame topped Georgia
Tech in a dominating 30-22
victory that wasn't nearly
as dose as it seemed. Brian
Kelly's club took a 30-7 lead
before a last minute flurry of
points by GA Tech. And it's
worrying for a Clemson fan
because all of Notre Dame's
supposed weaknesses were
addressed in one night against
the pre-season ACC Coastal
and defending Orange Bowl
champion. Brian VanGorder's

,I

defense, notoriously long
on scheme and short on
discipline, stood firm against
an opponent that threatens to
have the scoreboard operator
put up a third digit, forcing
Georgia Tech's failure to
convert on multiple third
downs. VanGorder's diverse,
multiple looks paid off as
Greer Martini's replacement of
James Onwalu in the starting
lineup essentially put another
linebacker on the field. Notre
Dame's offense, while nor
exceptional, did not sputter
out under the leadership of
freshman QB DeShone Kizer.
He was far from the star of
the evening, and that's a good

thing for Notre Dame. Spring
practice's third-string running
back C.J. Prosise, paced the
offense before effectively
ending the game with a 91yard touchdown, the longest
run ever in Notre Dame
Stadium.
With Florida Stare
hurting after 11 players were
drafred in the 2015 NFL
Draft, Notre Dame seems like
Clemson's biggest obstacle to
an undefeated regular season
and a shot at College Football
Playoffs.
Thar's not to say
Clemson can't or won't beat
the Fighting Irish, though.
The offense, led by top-five

college football QB Deshaun
Warson, hasn't declined much
since the departure of Chad
Morris. Its ranking, 47th in
FBS, doesn't tell the whole
story as Clemson didn't run
up the score much on Wofford
and Appalachian Stare and
mer a rough Louisville
defense in their Thursdaynight marchup. Watson's
development as the season
progresses should improve this
unit as well.
For all of Clemson's skill
position talent and Deshaun's
skill, Clemson still prides itself
on defense. Brent Venables
still has his unit playing at an
elite level (12th in the FBS),

even afrer the departure of
top-10 drafr pick Vic Beasley.
Notre Dame represents
a step-up in competition for
the Tigers from Louisville but
don't fret: the Tigers are ready.
Dabo Swinney has won on the
recruiting trail recently, setting
up a ream filled with enough
game-changers and depth
players to win against a blue
blood of college football . And
that's why this match-up is so
compelling.
Both teams will have
everything on the line, as
a loss would jeopardize
any Playoff aspirations.
Assuming the Irish get by the
overmatched Massachusetts

Minutemen next week,
Clemson and Notre Dame
should lock horns in a
top-10 primetime matchup
with College GameDay in
attendance. It's the matchup
Clemson fans have been
pining for, and it comes in
two short weeks .
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Interview by Saavon Smalls andJames Kuid / Timeout Editors I Picture contributed by palmettoshots.com

Welcome to another installment of Behind the Mic! This week, we sat down withJosh Tyler, also known
as DJ Soulless, a local DJ who keeps TD's and the local downtown scene alive with his mixes.
Read on to learn about his accidental start in the industry, his musical plans for the next few weeks and
his favorite '90s Nick show!
TIMEOUT: So how did you first get into the DJ industry?
JOSH TYLER CDJ SOULLESS): A couple of my friends used
to have parties at the Hippie Place, which is in Clemson,
and they invited me to come by and check it out. One
day, they needed someone to play some music and I said,
"Well, shoot - I'll give it a try!" Everyone liked it, and
I was pretty good at it, so I stuck with it. Things kept
growing and growing to where I now play at TD's every
Friday or every home game downtown. I also ger invited
to other places, like Charleston, where I played an EDM
show three weeks ago. I would say that things are going
well.

TIMEOUT: So you said that your first opportunity fell
into your lap. Have you always wanted to work in the
music industry, though?
JOSH: I have. My father played music his entire life. He
played guitar and sang country music, and I was always
around that growing up. I always tried myself, but to
be honest, I suck at playing the guitar [laughs]. I'm not
too musically inclined, but I do know how to mix music
together. As far as playing it goes, that's not my style.

TIMEOUT: What goes into becoming a DJ?
JOSH: As far as the work ethic goes, you're always trying
to find new music. You have to stay on top of what
people like - popular music, of course. You have to be
able to recognize what the crowd wants and what they
want to hear. You don't want to play dubstep for a crowd
that doesn't like that; you want to play dance music for
people who want to dance. It's a lot of crowd-pleasing and
downloading music, really.

JOSH: Yes, because along with school, I also have a job.
And between class, work and DJ-ing, it's hard, man. It
really is. But I enjoy DJ-ing; I enjoying meeting people
and making them laugh, dance and have fun. I'm more
than willing to make time for that in my work and school
schedule. But I will say that it's hard, especially if you're
DJ-ing and don't get out of the venue until 2-3 a.m. And
if that's a weekday and I have class at 1O, I have to get
home, get to sleep and get ready for class that morning.

JOSH: Finding the time to make it all work and scheduling

TIMEOUT: And how did you come up with your name,

to where I can work and go to school. Scheduling is the
worst thing I have to deal with.

/

TIMEOUT:

What has been the biggest hurdle that you
have had to overcome in your career so far?

DJ Soulless?

TIMEOUT: What
JOSH: Have you guys watched South Park?

can we expect from you over the next
few weeks or so?

TIMEOUT: Yeah, periodically.

JOSH: I'll be playing at a music festival in Chicago, it's

JOSH: I have red hair.

called Freaky Deaky, and they invited me to play an hour
long slot. Locally, I'll be playing at TD's every Friday and/
or home game, throwing it down.

TIMEOUT: Ohhh- [laughs].
Josh: Yeah, I figured that it would be pretty funny. Plus I
do play a good amount of EDM, and I felt that the name
would make me seem kind of edgy, but it's mostly because
I have red hair.

TIMEOUT: Who are some of your musical or DJ

TIMEOUT: We're integrating a pop culture related
question to ask our guests each week, and you are our
first. So Nickelodeon just announced their plans to
have a new channel or programming block entitled
"The Splat," which features a lot of '90s Nick shows.
What was your favorite Nick show growing up?

inspirations?

JOSH: Kenan and Ke!, because who doesn't love orange

Josh: I grew up listening to hip hop, R&B and all different
types of music. But currently, inspiration wise, I'd say R.
L. Grime, 2 Chainz, Drake and NWA.

soda? [Laughs.] It was definitely a favorite of mine during
my childhood. No matter what episode was on, it could
make me laugh. It would be awesome to see a remake of
that show.

TIMEOUT: Out of all of the performances you've had,

TIMEOUT: If you could say one thing to the Clemson

what has been your favorite?

Tigers or the community in general, what would it be?

TIMEOUT: Is it hard to balance class with your JOSH: Honestly, this last game against Appalachian State.

performances and whatever else goes into your music
career?

had 15 people add me on Facebook the next day, saying
"Hey, you did a great job!" That was the most rewarding,
because everyone had a great time, and that's all that
matters in the end.

I played at TD's and kept the floor packed from 10 p.m.
to 2 in the morning - they had to cut me off because
everyone was there for so long. I had a great time and

JOSH: If you really enjoy something, don't give up on it
because it's hard. Work through it, and stay motivated.
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APP
Saavon Smalls
TimeOut Editor

or Gary Mekikian
and Corey Jones,
the
importance
of music and its
rightful
ownership
is held with great
reverence. This idea
was amplified by Mekikian's
teachings to his daughters.
"I have two young ladies,"
Mekikian said, "and I used to
admonish them to not take
music from mp3 converter
sites or torrent sites
[because] the artists aren't fairly
compensated."
Then, Mekikian's 17-year
old daughter, Juliette came
up with an idea: to create
an app chat allows its users
to obtain free music while
simultaneously paying the

artists for their work, thus
appealing to both parties.
With that idea and the help of
Mekikian's business partner/
friend Corey Jones, a graduate
business school student at
Stanford, the music app Trebel
was born.
Trebel, or "Rebel with a
'T,' as Mekikian described it,
is geared towards college and
high school students as well as
avid music lovers.
"In high school, and
especially in college," Mekikian
said, "you are accumulating a
lot of debt."
As such, it was important
to Jones and Mekikian to
.. help
monetarily-challenged
students with an app chat
obtains their music not only
without illegal tactics, but
without selling your organs to
pay for its use. This is possible
with the help of advertising
and points.

With each song and
album download, a Trebel
user can gain points, which
are used to listen to said songs.
"This app is like a game," Jones
says, "and with a game, you
accumulate coins which can
be used co obtain prizes ...
and those prizes are the songs."
But don't forget about the ads.
Ads you say? Your typical Salty
Susan may be worried about
the ads and how often they
affect the Trebel experience.
However, the ads displayed
throughout the app only play
when a user is downloading a
song.
"You have to wait for the
song to download anyway . .•
it's different than other apps
where you have co wait before
the song plays."
In fact, another thing that
has Trebel standing out against
other companies is the fact that
they have the full support of
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millennials, Trebel also uses
the cover art and converts it to
a "record," which can be spun
or "scratched" to rewind and
fast forward through a song,
pleasing to even the most un
ironic of hipsters.
Currently, this app is
available to Apple's App Score
and will be offered to Android
and Windows in the upcoming
months, but that shouldn't stop
students from downloading
the app when it does become
accessible.
"This [app] was designed
by young people, for young
people," Corey Jones said.
And honestly, any app that
strongly considers its audience
by actually listening to people
within said demographic is one
that's worth a download. Two
out of two TimeOut editors
approve; having this app is a
must if you have intentions of
not staying in 2000 and late.

DOWNLOAD
TREBEL:
http://www. treb
el.io/d I
Facebook:

https://www.
facebook.com/
trebelapp
Twitter:

@trebelapp
lnstagram:

trebelmusic

Ryan Adams) producer; musician andfriend qf Taylor Swift) is dropping afall cover qf Swiffs "1989)) CD on Sept. 21. Everyone)
including Taylor herself, is excited about it) so why don)t other artists cover more albums?
Below are three covers that) if made) could be better than the original. I Nathan Goodroe// Senior Steff Writer

REGGIE WATTS COVERING
GRANDMASTER FLASH AND THE
FURIOUS FIVE'S "THE MESSAGE"

ZAC BROWN BAND
COVERING DR. JOHN'S ALBUM,
"IN THE RIGHT PLACE"
This one is so obvious that it's surprising it hasn't
happened yet. And the fact that they haven't even collaborated
is a shame. The combination of Zac Brown Band's island feel,
complete with steel drums and slide guitars, and Dr. John's
Louisiana horns and keys is a recipe for a sound that would
be near impossible to replicate. Zac Brown Band has already
shown the musical world that it won't be pigeon-holed into
country music or yacht rock. Why not let them explore the
Bayou with the classic song, "Right Place Wrong Time?"
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REBEL
many artists, in lieu of recent
troubles over musicians being
properly paid for their art.
Remember how we mentioned
ads a little earlier?
"Even though our service
is free to the students, it fully
and fairly pays the artist for
the music that's been sold,"
Mekikian explained.
Users of Trebel can
also follow each other, make
playlists and view the most
downloaded and played songs
on their campus (or even other
campuses - South Carolina's
playlist consists moscly of
dying goat noises masqueraded
as songs). The app's color
scheme can also be adjusted
from Trebel's typical black and
yellow design. Trebel members
can click on their favorite cover
arc and shake their phones to
save the theme if they choose.
Continuing on the route
of attracting a plethora of

!l

For those who don't know, Reggie Watts is a man with
incredibly large hair who stands on stage and makes up songs
using only his voice and a loop machine. It's an unorthodox
combination of comedy and musical skill. The result is an
entirely original song each performance that is the musical
equivalent to stream ofconsciousness. Watts effortlessly adjusts
the pitch, volume and feedback to create unique sounds off-the
cuff, speaking gibberish in place of actual lyrics. Grandmaster
Flash created similarly robotic sounds in his 1982 album,
"The Message." The songs laid throughout the album quickly
became hip hop anthems and, given the chance, Watts would
definitely put his own special couch on the classic album.

c
8

VO-VO MA COVERING AC/
DC'S "THE RAZOR'S EDGE"
This may seem a ludicrous affront to music all over the
world, but there is an argument to be made here. Yo-Yo Ma is
~ currently the world's most celebrated cellist. He travels around
~ the world playing concertos on an instrument that's literally
older than the United States. Who is more qualified to handle
E the finger-numbing opening to "Thunderstruck" than a man
111
who has mastered "Bach's Cello Suite in G?" He could even
'--'~'"'"" ~ invite Mark O'Connor and Edgar Meyer, two other classically
} trained musicians, to round out his hard-rock cover band .
.a
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FROM HARDBACK TO SILVERSCREEN
Valerie Smith
Senior StajfWriter

veryone who loves
to read can attest
to wanting his or
her favorite book
transformed into a
movie. Although the
Harry Potter films
left out major parts of
the books, they were definitely
not disappointments to their
millions of fans. But for our
Clemson readers out there,
Harry Potter books-to-movies
were just not enough. I, for
example, have plenty ofliterary
favorites that would be great
on the big screen.
On Jan. 14, 1963,
Sylvia Plath published "The
Bell Jar," her first novel
based on her own life. This
emotional novel is about an
ambitious student, Esther
Greenwood, who plummets
into the clutches of depression.
The highly-acclaimed novel
portrays the rationality of
a perfectly normal human
being who becomes clinically
depressed in the matter of a
few months. Its most popular

quote is, "I took a deep breath
and listened to the old brag of
my heart. I am, I am, I am."
This is after the protagonist
attempts to commit suicide
and fails. A dark, psychological
confessional, "The Bell Jar"
continues its infamy far after
the time it was written.
Another
few favorites of
mine have to be,
without exception,
Gillian
Flynn's
"Sharp
Objects"
and "Dark Places."
For those who've
already read her
most famous book
and seen the new
movie,
"Gone
Girl," you know
exactly what I am
talking
about.
"Gone Girl" is
not her only amazing book,
as the insanity carries on
throughout these two other
books. Although neither have
anything to do with "Gone
Girl," they are both just as
great, if not better novels. Just
as horrifying, "Sharp Objects"
contains the quote, "I broke
them because I could. Held

their teeth in my hand like
confetti, rattled them like dice.
They drew blood, once, like
I have. Will. Did." I cannot
emphasize enough how much
these two books need to be
made into movies.
A children's fantasy novel
published in 2013, "The
Ocean at the End
of the Lane," by
Neil
Gaiman,
succeeds
m
keeping its readers
rapidly flipping
through pages. A
group of critics
argue that this
book
shouldn't
be meant for
children, as its
haunting imagery
remains
in
a
mind
reader's
long after reading.
This same imagery would
be beautifully fashioned for
the big screen! The book
concerns a man who returns
to his childhood home and
remembers playing with his
supernatural neighbor, Lettie
Hempstock. "I liked myths.
They weren't adult stories and
they weren't children's stories.

"The same
imagery
would be
beautifully
jasioned
far the big
screen!''

Gookin Broke
INGREDIE;VTS:
1 pound ef lasagna noodles
15 ounces ef ricotta
1 cup ef shredded mozza
rella
¼ cup ef grated parmesan
] large egg
1 0 ounces ef.frozen spinach
2 ½ cups ef marinara sauce
salt and pepper to taste
non-stick spray

LIKE POETRY?
INTERESTED IN
PERFORMING?

They were better than that.
They just were." Neil Gaiman's
fantasy and imagination will
leave any reader filled with
chills.
And last but not least
is John Green's "Looking for
,owns"
Alas ka. " After "Paper ,,..
and "The Fault in Our Stars"
hitting theatres, we mustn't
forget "Looking for Alaska,"
what I consider his best
novel. The book is a huge hit
among readers of all ages. The
protagonist, Miles Halter,
attends a boarding school for
the first time and falls in love
with the daring Alaska Young.
After she goes missing, Miles
and his friends attempt to
find out what happened to
her. "Imagining the future is
a kind of nostalgia. You spend
your whole life stuck in the
labyrinth, thinking about how
you'll escape it one day, and
how awesome it will be, and
imagining that future keeps
you going, but you never do
it. You just use the future to
escape from the present." This
exhilarating novel is another
one (and the best one) of John
Green's books that needs to be
made into a movie.

Join The Tiger and The Chronicle
for slam poetryfan in Ballroom
B in Hendrix on Sept. 2 4from
7:30-10 p.m.! Those who want
to perform may sign, up at the door
or contact Matthew Delarosa at
editor@cuchronicle.com or Saavon
Smalls at tigertimeout@gmail.com.

CU THEREI

inach Las na

•
•

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. In a large pot ef boiling water, cook lasagna noodles until they are seft without being soggy.
2. Thaw the frozen spinach, squeezing out the excess water. Combine and mix the spinach in a
bowl with the ricotta, mozzarella, parmesan, egg, pepper and about ¼ teaspoon ef salt.
3. Preheat the oven to 400 degrees and prepare a dish by spraying with non-stick spray.
4. Spread out the cooked noodles on a clean surface. Take the previously mixedfilling andplace
them across each noodlefrom one end to the other.
5. Roll the noodles into wheels and place them in the dish. Afterwards, spread the marinara
sauce evenly on the noodles.
6. Cover the dish infail and bakefar 30 minutes. Enjoy!

Dave Gray I I flickr

BQRQSCQPES:Kesha-Themed

Pasatie111.pos
CROSSWORD

SUDQKU SkillLevel: ♦♦♦ ◊◊ ◊
9

9

4 3
7
6

'

1

5

24

50 Obvious truth

facts
5 Part of ETA

52 Ragged
57 San_, Italy

26 Former name of
Thailand

4

2

8

5

58 Over50 org.

12 Busy
14 Rock's Motley _

60 Teheran native
61 _ Rhythm

15 Deep sleep
16 Band.leader
Skinnay_
17 On the sheltered side
18 Very, in Versailles;
19 Majestically, musically;

62 Guitarist Arkins
63 Have dinner at home
64 Mogul capital until
1658
65 Shaggyhaired wild ox
66 "Smooth Operator"

21 Stage plays
23 Summer drink
24 Lawyer's org.
25_Cat (winter vehicle)
26 House in D.C.
30 Hog sound
32 Actress Graff

singer
Down
I Per
2 Editor Winrour
3 Melody
4 Garage sale sign
5 Woody's boy

35 Goneril's father
36 Longings

33 Exactly

37 Basics

6 Bemoan
7 African antelope

46 Shorthand pioneer
47 Gossip

38 Dress for show
39 Zip_DooDah

8 Official records
9 Standards

49 Engrossed
51 Bit

40 Temporary expedient

10 That is ro say...

52 Arduous journey

42 Skater Boitano
43Minimum

11 Cow catcher
13 Fancy home

53 Notable times
54 Pro follower

44 Runnersup
45 Cabinet dept.

14 Beer buy
20 Keats work

5 5 Oklahoma city
56Take a meal

48 Human limb

22 Wife of a rajah

59 Eureka!

28 Bottle part
29 First name in

6

33 Rainbow maker
34 "What I Am" singer
Brickell
).,

38 Drugstore
41 Oceans
42 Small necktie
44 Used car locale
45 Skylit lobbies
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April 21 - May 20 ►

Blah. Blah. Blah.

GEMINI

You may wake up reeling like P.
Diddy. but you don't look like him.

May 21 -June 21 ►
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~}',,~!.. June 22 - July 22
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Despite what you think, brushing
your teeth with a bottle of jack will
not solve your bad breath problems.
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Urwhour.
March 21 - April 20 ►

LEO

►

Flirt with disaster.

July 23 -Aug. 23

vmao
Aug.
24 - Sept. 22

►

Your grades are going down, I'm
ydling Tunbcr.

2
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~LmaA

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 ►
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#THESTRUG //ROWAN LYNAM & EMILIE WHITESELL

Go insane; throw some glitter
make it rain.
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Oct. 24 - Nov. 21
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SACITrABIUS

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 ►
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1

5

ARIES

31 Autocratic Russian
rulers

1

6

3

8

3

Make the most oftonight, like you'ic

photography
30 Fraud

'

4
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:
► gonna die young.
· Feb. 20 - March 20

~

8 Indigo source

.....::!

►

,:,•PISCES

27 Exile isle

3

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

we all?

49-Line of seats

1 Group of individual

'

AQUARIUS
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4

9
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Across

3

2
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CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

►

Party at a rich dude's house.

Go have aslumber party in his

basement.

Smack him ifhe's getting too
drunk, drunk.

Horoscopes by: The TimeOut Team

